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Our Hypothesis
A carbon free economy based on exploiting continuous current incoming energy flux must be 
cheaper than exploiting hydrocarbon-based energy stored in the ground over the ages.

AND “green energy” must be so cheap that nobody can refuse abandoning their sunk 
investments or bother to waste time exploiting hydrocarbon energy stores.

Photosynthetic workers squirreled carbon away long ago for bio-sequestration, before the rise of lignin 
decomposers.

To do this we have to understand where/what are the costs, what are the physics of the costs, 
and then innovate relentlessly to drive them down while maximizing the impact of the resources 
we can allocate to the task.

Hype and hope cannot be relied upon as there is no time to waste on what makes us feel good but has 
no real impact.

Just as physical metrology and measurement standards are critical for industry to commercialize ideas, 
an analog is needed in finance and business aspects of green energy systems over entire life cycle
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Considerations
Longevity: Infrastructure investments are intrinsically long term:

• Must last for generations
• 100 years typical for hydropower plants.

Storage capacity: carbon free resources are dominated by 
intermittent options: wind and solar

• Eschewing dispatchable sources obligates extended run times on stored energy

Project financing:
• Appropriate models need to fit the risk profile

Models developed to guide decision making must be open-source 
and peer reviewable to ensure integrity

• The consequences of failing to optimize resource application are global and 
potentially existential.
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https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy04osti/34916.pdf


Finance + Physics => Innovation
Innovation Discovery path:

• Find
• biggest costs
• dominant contributor

• Identify
• dominant physics

• Which variables raised to the highest power most affect cost
• Prior art and its limitations

• Innovate
• New product
• New machines to make the product
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Peanut Butter and Jelly
Pumped Storage Hydropower and Chemical Batteries

This is NOT a presentation on which is better…
• One is a source of long-term energy
• The other gives a quick sugar rush
• Other forms of nutrition also can be considered (gravity, flywheels…)

How much of each depends on the journey…
• And what are the unknowns…

• Cold weather needs more calories…
• Hot weather needs more salt…

• You can only carry so much!
• The relative “goodness” of infrastructure scale investments is dominated 

by long-term, multi-decade to century-scale modeling.
• No single solution solves all problems.
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Different timescales of power system flexibility
(source: IEA, 2018)

Source: Pumped Storage Hydropower International Forum: Capabilities, Costs & Innovation Working Group
September 2021 (www.hydropower.org )
https://www.ieahydro.org/media/51145259/IEAHydroTCP_AnnexIX_White%20Paper_Oct2019.pdf
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http://www.hydropower.org/


Source: US DOE, 2020 Grid Energy Storage Technology Cost and Performance Assessment tabulated for Pumped Storage Hydropower International Forum: Capabilities, Costs & Innovation Working Group, September 2021 (www.hydropower.org)
https://assets-global.website-files.com/5f749e4b9399c80b5e421384/61432796645661f940f277a8_IFPSH%20-%20PSH%20Capabilities%20and%20Costs_15%20Sept.pdf 7

4 Hour Duration

http://www.hydropower.org/


Source: US DOE, 2020 Grid Energy Storage Technology Cost and Performance Assessment tabulated for Pumped Storage Hydropower International Forum: Capabilities, Costs & Innovation Working Group, September 2021 (www.hydropower.org)
https://assets-global.website-files.com/5f749e4b9399c80b5e421384/61432796645661f940f277a8_IFPSH%20-%20PSH%20Capabilities%20and%20Costs_15%20Sept.pdf 8

10 Hour Duration

http://www.hydropower.org/


Forward Projections
Optimism is warranted, but economic projections and 
investments must be grounded in defensible reality.
Projecting sparse and unstable data forward is a fool’s errand 
yet is the only reasonable path we have.
“Then a miracle occurs” (e.g., Fusion!) is not a rational basis 
for planning.
“It’s tough to make predictions, especially about the future”
- Yogi Berra
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Long Term Projections
Example: Battery Cost

Forward projecting from 
forward projections means 
high uncertainty
Good decision making is 
predicated on continuous 
and diligent data collection
Humanity will have to live 
with the results for many 
decades

Base data source: Cost Projections for Utility-Scale Battery
Storage: 2020 Update 
https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy20osti/75385.pdf

4345711371880.52*EXP(-
0.014751526807681*year)+0.080315073382312

Battery cost forward projection per KW*h
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Projecting outside normal operating 
envelopes for full system analysis

Example: analysis of depth of discharge and aging.
All significant components need forward regression.

Base data source: Capacity Fade in Lithium-Ion Batteries and Cyclic Aging 
over Various State-of-Charge Ranges  https://www.mdpi.com/2071-
1050/11/23/6697

Base data source: Life Prediction Model for GridConnected Li-ion Battery
Energy Storage System https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy17osti/67102.pdf
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Building data models to integrate 
into large scale economic models

No Thermal Management Years of operation = − 0.001252786219122 DoD² + 0.074350286521743 DoD + 6.1960680301131
Thermal Management years of operation  = − 0.002455187339097 DoD² + 0.160871175474774 DoD + 8.62288916497211
Capacity loss with years of operation = 0.7089208553558 Loss² + 16.367801691249 Loss − 0.230313367195403
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Interest rates, inflation, WACC, etc
Economics is a “dismal 
science” and near term 
projections of key 
economic variables are 
notoriously unreliable; 
planning for century-
scale investments 
requires a high 
tolerance for risk and 
WACC-a-mole.

Base data source: The Long View: Scenarios for the World 
Economy to 2060 https://www.oecd-
ilibrary.org/economics/the-long-view_b4f4e03e-
en;jsessionid=_ptP2X-S_uPctk74QTDgy-jE.ip-10-240-5-84
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Source Intermittency & Storage

Base data source: ERCOT Interval Generation By Fuel Report 2020 http://www.ercot.com/content/wcm/lists/181766/FuelMixReport_PreviousYears.zip

Capacity to avoid 
outage: 81.66 15 
minute periods or 
20.42 Hours

Peak generation to 
rated output: 6.24x

Assuming 80% RT 
efficiency
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Modeling long term operating costs
Initial capital expenditures are well understood, but MRO over 
century spans are less fully explored.

Intrinsically, long term projections have high uncertainties.

Low “beta” for established technologies
Core power distribution infrastructure is fairly stable and has been predictable
Historical stability does not deny the possibility of future innovations.
To achieve climate goals, innovation needed from photon to wall-plug.

How to do for not-yet-invented technology improvements?
Chemical battery systems must continue to be area of active development.
Lower costs and longer service life are reasonably predicted.
Timing and significance of innovations resists explicit scheduling.
Project from the best data available and update as new data arrives.
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Peanut Butter and Jelly
Pumped Storage Hydropower and Chemical Batteries

Storage requirements for fully renewable systems dictate 20+ hour run times, 
depending on local renewable intermittency data.
Battery scaling is a significant multiplier on system cost and requires oversizing 
to trade lifetime for depth of discharge and age-related loss of capacity.

Cost of replacement vs. frequency of replacement.
Cost and capacity are volumetric.

PSH capacity is scaled by capacity and typically limited by geography.
Capacity is volumetric
Cost of volume is driven by the surface area of the reservoirs.

Battery/inverter systems provide near instantaneous load response times while 
PSH systems are responsive in time scales of minutes.

Note hydrocarbon fueled steam turbines may take an hour to spin up unless they are kept 
spinning on idle as they spew CO2.
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Timeline of MRO & Replacements
PSH: Core technology is mature and replacement schedule predictions are low risk
Battery: Improvements in battery and inverter technology will likely lower cost of future 
replacements and extend replacement intervals
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PSH Resource Distribution

“An approximate guide to storage requirements for 100% renewable electricity, based on analysis for Australia, is 1 Gigawatt 
(GW) of power per million people with 20 hours of storage, which amounts to 20 GWh per million people*... Local analysis is 
required for an individual country. For example, ... the USA needs about 7000 GWh (and has storage potential that is 200 
times larger).”

Source: A global atlas of pumped hydro energy storage 
http://re100.eng.anu.edu.au/research/phes/
https://www.nationalmap.gov.au/#share=s-wrVZwivI1ytIKKYliajuUr3592X

* 90–100% renewable electricity for the South West Interconnected System of 
Western Australia 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0360544217300774

Automatically identified sites to support at least 5GW/18 hour PSH storage
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IPHROS: Integrated Pumped Hydro Reverse Osmosis System:
Ocean based PSH with desalination

• Many drought stricken coastal regions have mountains near coast
• Pumped Hydro Head = 500-700 m, = RO desal head: http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2213138816300492

• 20m^3 water => 2kWe, 1 m^3 => 500l freshwater
• With wind&solar farms, 1 km2 lake @600m serves power & freshwater needs for 1 million people!

– Install cost on the order of $5/Watt for 24/7 power and water
– LCOE on order of $0.05-0.08 /kWhr

1/13/22
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Example: One point of Light of the 1000’s needed…
Lowering Cost of Wind Energy by 10%

Today
Piece-wise

On-site
manufactured

Physics says bigger machines are more efficient:
• Class III @ 80 m sites => Class 4 sites @ 120-140m

• State of Maine in the US goes from 6 GW potential to 60 GW potential!

Wind turbine total cost to install: 30% can be the pole!
• Diameter is limited to 4.3m so it can be transported to site

• Wall thickness ends up being about 75+mm

Tower cost a function of physics
• Stiffness =>D3t  strength => D2t  Mass => Dt

• Buckling D/t ratio can be up to 300
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www.keystonetowersystems.com
Founded by MIT alums
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http://www.keystonetowersystems.com/


Conclusions
To fully displace fossil fuels for electricity generation we need to plan for 
complete replacement.

This may seem tautological but is not the premise most often modeled, particularly with 
respect to storage capacity.

Infrastructure is a very long-term investment: we still use roads from Roman 
times, dams from 19th century, and power plants from early 20th century.

Planning replacements must look forward in time scales measured decades and centuries, 
not years.

Applying these requirements to energy storage necessary to complement carbon 
free generation technologies, current technologies and forward projections favor 
pumped storage hydroelectricity where appropriate geography exists.

Batteries are the Jelly to the peanut butter of PSH, and the grid is the bread upon which 
both rely
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Supplemental Data
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Case Study: Los Angeles
An impossibly expensive risky venture?

• Mulholland did it long ago with faith in people, 
engineering, & public finance and corporation

• Finance harder than the engineering!
• Was it ethical/moral…?

Short and long term Social Impact Factor
of decisions must also be considered!

• Good of many vs good of few
• Cost to future generations
• Full disclosure and open peer review are the best 

means to ensure best outcomes

Owens Valley

San Fernando Valley

260 km
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A synergistic 
hybrid solution is 
cost favorable at 
today’s dollars.



Los Angeles Population

1920 2021
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Very basic simple spreadsheet example

Weighted Average Cost of Capital 7.0%
Capital recovery period set equal to battery life (years) 10              
Number of battery replacement cycles 8                

PSH Battery
Power (MW) 100 100
hours storage 4 4
Assumed life 80 10
Life assumed for comparison 80              10
Cost: assume cost to install includes MOR ($/W power output capability), & with time 
NPV cost of batteries stays same as tech gets better 2.05$         1.61$          
Initial investment ($MM) 205$          161$           
Single-Payment Future Worth Factor (value of initial investment at end of life) with 
replacement cost at every end of life period ($MM) 45,878$     73,193$      
Total equivalent effective present day cost to install system to last life of PSH ($/W) 5.73$         9.15$          

Far more detailed complete models are available (e.g., from NREL and DoE)

This is presented here to illustrate the type of output that would be the result of considering timeline 
of MRO and replacements
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